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INTRODUCTION

When it comes to cybersecurity, professional services 
firms are often in a uniquely vulnerable position. While 
the companies that keep our economy and infrastructure 
running may have hardened their systems against attack, 
the same cannot always be said for the firms providing them 
with accounting, legal, financial, and marketing services. 

Professional services firms often have privileged access 
to clients’ sensitive data, which means attacking these 
firms is often an efficient way for cybercriminals to access 
that information. It’s no wonder that these firms are often 
referred to as the ‘soft underbelly of UK plc’.
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Professional services firms are in the direct line of fire, given their 
heavy reliance on the storage of personal data. As companies 
store an increasing amount of personal data, the potential impact 
of data breaches increases with it. For example, 80% of financial 
companies, 72% of administration or real estate companies, and 
67% of professional sectors (including scientific or technical 
sectors) stored personal data of some kind, according to the survey.

PII is not the only kind of information attractive to intruders. In 
some professional services sub-sectors, intellectual property can 
also be a magnet for hackers. In the legal sector, for instance, 
documents providing politically or financially useful information 
are a highly-prized asset, and intruders have been known to hack 
law firms for this kind of information, potentially impacting their 
clients. 
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More than ever, firms are grappling with these challenges against 
a general backdrop of rising cyber crime and data breaches. The 
National Crime Agency (NCA) has found a “significant expansion” 
in the visibility of cyber crime, thanks to a rise in high-profile 
attacks. Organised crime groups continue to mature, and the NCA 
found them increasingly targeting businesses over individuals. The 
Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport’s 2018 survey of 
UK businesses found that 43% had reported breaches during 2017.

Criminals are most interested in data, either for resale or ransom. 
Personally Identifiable Information (PII) is a profitable asset when 
sold on the anonymous, encrypted dark web. A credit or debit card 
record can sell for up to $110 with the right information, while an 
online payment services login can fetch as much as $200.



THE
IMPORTANCE
OF SECURITY

Professional services firms must adopt strong cybersecurity 
principles as their use of data becomes more sophisticated. 
Demand from clients to do more with less, and a move 
towards outcome-based incentives and away from billable 
hours in some subcategories, is changing how professional 
services firms use data to find efficiencies through 
automation. 

One example of innovation in data usage lies in machine 
learning, a branch of artificial intelligence that is rapidly 
capturing the knowledge industry’s attention. TFPL, a 
recruitment and consulting company for the professional 
services industry, surveyed knowledge managers to better 
understand their adoption of A.I. It compared their use of 
this emerging technology to the standard Everett Rogers 
technology adoption model. TFPL found that overall, the 
industry was ahead of the curve. 21.5% of professional 
services companies were at the innovation or early adopter 
stage in their use of A.I., compared to an early-mover rate 
of 16%.

Machine learning technology is also helping companies 
across many different fields. Law firms are using it to keep 
contracts consistent, while marketing companies are using 
it to better segment and target key demographics.

The cybersecurity dangers around machine learning 
come from the handling of the data used to ‘teach’ these 
systems. It takes large amounts of historical data to create a 
machine learning algorithm, and much of that data is likely 
to be sensitive. Storing that data securely and keeping it 
safe while data scientists are processing it, is an area in 
which many non-technical professional services firms will 
have little experience. When, as is likely, they work with a 
specialist third party to train their A.I. data, the security 
challenge grows.
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LAW FIRMS ARE USING 
[MACHINE LEARNING] TO 
KEEP CONTRACTS 
CONSISTENT, WHILE 
MARKETING COMPANIES 
ARE USING IT TO BETTER 
SEGMENT AND TARGET 
KEY DEMOGRAPHICS.



PEOPLE:
THE WEAKEST
LINK

Not all challenges are technological. When it comes to 
cybersecurity, people are often the weakest link in the 
chain. In fact, 42% of security incidents stem directly from 
human error. Employees can compromise their firms in 
various ways, such as falling victim to social engineering 
attacks. These can come in the form of fake, malicious email 
(phishing), or falling for deceptive phone calls (commonly 
called pretexting)—which use psychological tricks to gain 
information.

One company compromised by a pretexting scammer was 
UK hedge fund Fortelus Capital Management. Criminals 
called the then-CFO in 2015, impersonating employees 
from its bank, Coutts. They claimed to have found signs of 
fraudulent activity on the firm’s account and asked the CFO 
to generate access codes using a smart card that he used 
to access the bank. That gave the scammers access to his 
bank account, which then enabled them to transfer money 
directly to their own accounts. The company lost £742,668, 
and the CFO lost his job.
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IMPROVEMENTS 
FOR BETTER 
CYBERSECURITY

Professional services firms can take a variety of technological and 
organisational steps to protect their data. Below are the National 
Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) guidance points for improved 
cybersecurity.

NETWORK SECURITY: Use technology tools like firewalls and 
intrusion prevention systems (IPS) to protect the network by 
stopping malicious traffic before it becomes a problem.

MALWARE PREVENTION: Use up-to-date anti-malware tools to 
spot and eradicate malicious software. This includes scanning 
incoming emails for phishing and infected attachments. There 
are cloud-based solutions that do this before emails reach the 
network, along with scanning any web addresses that employees 
try to visit. For extra security, create a whitelist (of trusted sources) 
of applications that are allowed on the network, and block 
everything else.
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REMOVABLE MEDIA BLOCKS: This stops employees from 
downloading data onto removable media like USB keys or phones, 
which prevents your data from leaving the network. 

USER EDUCATION: With so many attacks targeting lack of 
awareness, cybersecurity training is crucial. This should be 
conducted frequently and combined with information campaigns 
to promote secure practices.  A comprehensive and sustained 
awareness campaign, led by the firm’s senior management team, 
will help to avoid a culture of risk development.

ACCESS CONTROLS: Protect employee access to their accounts 
using two-factor authentication (2FA). This requires them to use 
a physical device, such as their phones, to authorise file and 
application access. 2FA prevents hackers from stealing passwords 
and impersonating legitimate users. 

INCIDENT MANAGEMENT: Even with all of these controls, a 
determined hacker might still make it into the network. Therefore, 
having an incident management team and a plan ready so you are 
able to mitigate the problem if you find it has been compromised, 
is key. NIST’s Incident Handling Guide is a go-to framework here.

BACK UP DATA: Keeping a record of your data on media that is not 
usually connected to computer systems provides a comprehensive 
set of records to restore from, in the event of a breach.
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SECURE CONFIGURATION: Malicious software often takes 
advantage of security flaws within systems, so ensure that all 
operating systems and applications in the network are patched 
with up-to-date fixes. Know which devices should be on the 
network so that rogue ones can be spotted. For extra security, 
configure systems to not provide administrative privileges to users 
unless necessary—this means fewer employees will have access to 
alter any information on the system.

MONITORING: Use internal monitoring systems to watch for 
suspicious activity on the network and alert administrators so that 
they can intervene before problems emerge. Third party services 
can monitor and manage networks for professional services firms 
that do not have this expertise.

MOBILE WORKING: One of the biggest risks to data in a professional 
services firm is mobile working. Employees who access data 
remotely or take it off-site put the firm at risk. A mobile working 
policy should explain how employees can access data from mobile 
or remote devices, and mandate encrypted storage. 



ONE OF THE BIGGEST 
RISKS TO DATA IN A 
PROFESSIONAL  
SERVICES FIRM IS 
MOBILE WORKING.



WHAT DOES 
THIS ALL 
MEAN?

Data is the new oil. It fuels the economy, enabling 
professional services firms to achieve results as algorithms 
emerge to derive new insights and automate key tasks. 
However, protecting that information is key, especially as 
GDPR now imposes stricter privacy controls on sensitive 
data than ever before. 

When it comes to protecting company data, prevention 
is far better than the cure. By implementing a range of 
technological and organisational measures, professional 
services firms can dramatically reduce the risk of 
compromise.
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